
 

 
ROLE PROFILE AND PERSON SPECIFICATION 

 

ROLE PROFILE 

 

Job Title: Credit Risk Analyst  Hours of Work: 37.5 hours per week, Monday to 
Friday, 9am to 5.30pm 

Reporting to: Head of Consumer Lending   

   
SUMMARY: 
 
An outstanding opportunity for an ambitious and talented analyst to join Hargreaves Lansdown (HL) and play a key role in the 
development of a new Savings division. The principal objective is to build an industry leading P2P Lending platform bringing 
together lenders and borrowers so both can benefit from improved rates versus traditional banking. HL retains over £58bn in 
assets on its Vantage platform and has over 780,000 active clients. HL is one of the most innovative and successful UK financial 
service companies of the last 20 years and the new Savings initiative forms an important part of the group’s medium term 
strategic growth plan. The new Savings Division carries with it the hard won reputation of the company. As such it requires a 
candidate of exceptional pedigree. 
 
HL Savings, as a new division, work under an agile approach, to integrate with existing systems while developing the brand new 
services. As such, the business requires a candidate with prior sector experience, outstanding skills, strong vision, plus the 
appetite to undertake the hard work involved in any new start-up.  
 
The Credit Risk Analyst will report directly into the Head of Consumer Lending and will be an important part of the Consumer 
Lending team tasked with meeting ambitious growth targets.  
 
The reward package will be attractive for the right candidate. Package will include attractive salary, annual bonus plus other 
benefits associated with a FTSE100 company.  
 
KEY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
 

 Work with Head of Consumer Lending to build from scratch fully functioning credit infrastructure covering all the various 

aspects of the credit life cycle: such as application processing, individual risk based pricing, customer-level NPV modelling, 

financial modelling, new product business cases and development, IT integration requirements, and debt recovery 

strategies 

 Create internal proprietary risk, pricing, value models/algorithms 

 Develop new strategies and explore new areas to grow the loan book within agreed risk tolerances, and work alongside 

sales & marketing divisions to execute 

 Assist in creation of the Consumer Lending business plan 

 Establish robust & scalable credit control policies & procedures that will allow the company to meet ambitious growth goals 

 Ensure plan is compatible with objective of offering clients the simplest and quickest decision experience 

 Be able to demonstrate how the credit team pays for itself (value added over and above standard Credit Reference Agency 

Checks) 

 Ensure excellent communication within the credit team  

 Effective oversight of loan book (weekly cash forecasts / monthly Exec MI reporting / reporting to Financial Controller on 

outstanding amounts etc.) and comparison with expected targets 

 

PERSON SPECIFICATION  
 ESSENTIAL DESIRABLE 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 

 Strong numerate Undergraduate/Post 
graduate degree from leading university 

 

 

KNOWLEDGE 

 

 Excellent analytical and quantitative skills 

 Ability to correctly price risk across risk 
spectrum 

 Proven ability to create risk scoring 
model/algorithm 

 In depth understanding of account level 

 



 

 
profitability modelling methods, and proven 
ability to construct NPV and financial models 

 Practical knowledge of various analytical 
software available to support business 
objectives (Excel, SAS, R) 

 High familiarity with Consumer Credit 
Reference Agency data 

 Good understanding of best practice to 
prevent fraud & cybercrime 

 Ability to demonstrate innovative ways 
technology can be used to improve risk 
outcomes 

 Strong understanding of both consumer & 
ideally small business lending 

 Good knowledge of UK lending market 
(players / sub-markets / emerging trends) 

 Strong knowledge of UK regulatory and legal 
credit landscape 
 

EXPERIENCE 

 

 Minimum of three years’ experience 
performing risk and profitability analysis of 
consumer loans portfolios 

 Ideally some experience working within a 
fast growing technology led consumer credit 
company 
 

 Ideally some experience working within a fast 
growing technology led consumer credit company 

ATTRIBUTES / 
SKILLS 

 

 Exceptional intellect coupled with pragmatic 
‘make it happen’ contributor 

 Willingness to lead work as well as take part 
“hands-on” 

 Curiosity towards discovering data trends 
and patterns and ability to translate those 
into actionable business insights 

 Genuine interest and passion to be involved 
in leading digital innovation and the role it 
can play in improving outcomes for UK 
savers and borrowers 

 Given these attributes you will already be 
highly respected and valued within your 
business 

 
 

 


